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By Jan Ross

Admit it. You
watch all those
shows about junk
on TV. You
fantasize about
finding the
perfect little
broach or
antique lamp for
$1.00 that you
will later find out
is actually work
approximately 8
skillion dollars
and you become
a millionaire and
move to Bali
where you live a
life of hedonism
and debauchery.

Or maybe that’s
just me.

Whether you fantasize about finding the perfect piece of fabulous junk that will fund your
new lifestyle or just like rooting through old stuff to find the ideal wooden shelf, chipped
paint and all, that you have been dreaming of for your front hall,  the Vintage Market in
Phoenix is the place for you.

From vintage clothes to chipped vases and furniture that has been lovingly used, you may
very well find an amazing treasure. Or at least what seems like an amazing treasure to you.
And that’s what really matters, right?

They will also have some giveaways, vintage photo opps and lots of ideas for unique
designs as well as new items such as handmade jewelry.

With over 60 vendors offering an incredible array of items, everyone will be challenged not
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to buy at least one item. Or two. Or an armful. Whatever works.

Started by three like-minded girlfriends who all have a passion for things that are old and
rusty but turn out to be a diamond in the rough, they all love home décor and a great
bargain. They started the Junk in the Trunk Vintage Markets to share their love of junk that
is also treasure. They have created an environment where vendors can bring handmade
items and vintage finds to one location to share with like-minded shoppers. All three have a
history of hitting garage sales with their families from an early age and all three enjoy
sharing their love of fabulous junk.

Check out the Vintage Market at the Icehouse in Phoenix on November 10.

http://junkinthetrunkvintagemarket.com/

And it’s not just the Phoenix Vintage Market that can save your pennies: check the
DealAngel results for Phoenix now for the BEST hotel deals!
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